The steam fire engine. The steam fire engine question has been one of the great\ninterests of the day, and the question is not yet dead. The fire engine has been\nbuilt and the firemen have been working on it, but the question of how to use it\nstill remains. The fire engine is a great success, but it is not yet ready for use.\n
The STEAM FIRE ENGINE. The steam fire engine has been the subject of much\ndebate in recent years. It is claimed that the steam fire engine is more efficient\nthan the water engine, but there are also those who believe that the steam\nengine is not yet ready for use. The question of how to use it is still open for\ndiscussion.

Lemon Hill and Sedgley Park. The Citizens of Philadelphia have been\nunder great excitement for several days, as a great plan to build Lemon Hill and\nSedgley Park is being discussed. The plan is to build a grand park in the center of\nthe city, which will be a great improvement to the city. The plan is supported by\nmany citizens, and it is expected to be completed soon.

The SUPPLEMENT TO AN ORDINANCE. The city of Philadelphia has just\npassed an ordinance to supplement the city water act. The ordinance is designed\nto improve the water supply of the city. It is expected that the ordinance will be\nbeneficial to the residents of the city, and it is hoped that it will improve the\nwater supply of the city.
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